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Raufoss – The existing situation 

Raufoss is located in the district of Toten, surrounded by farmland and forest, 
with the city of Gjøvik and the Lake Mjøsa in close proximity. 

The town is concentrated along three longitudinal structures; the Hunnselva 
river, the county road and the Railroad. The urban texture consists mainly of 
neighbourhoods with single-family houses on both sides of the river, an indus-
trial park behind a security fence and various public buildings and shopping 
facilities. 

Beside the industrial park the key elements of the town are Storgata, the main-
street with the Amfi shopping mall, the city hall and cultural centre, the church 
and the railway station. Although these functions are not far from each other, 
the town centre today is perceived as fragmented due to poor physical connec-
tions, surface occupation low density, introverted facades and physical barri-
ers such as the security fence, the railroad and the river. These characteristics 
have made Raufoss turn its back to the river and the nature, and as a result the 
automotive transportation has become the preferred alternative in the town´s 
everyday life. 

 Raufoss – Vision – a city facing the river

Likewise when Raufoss was first established we look again to the river to ignite 
a new urban development for the city, extending on Hunnselva and its green 
structure, interlinking existing and new key elements and creating a dense and 
dynamic city centre emerging along the river. 

The river will also play an important role as a catalyst for ecological transforma-
tion of Raufoss. Our concept is to build upon the existing ecology and bring it 

in to peoples everyday life. The first step is to revitalize the River park, and close 
off car traffic along the river in the town centre. Further we propose to make the 
river and green areas available for people. A new River park loop, consisting of 
a network of walking, biking and slow moving paths, bridges, viewpoints, and 
other designated points of interest connected to the river. These attractive short-
cuts and spaces will give the inhabitants an everyday relationship to the river 
with year round accessibility. 

Storgata 

Already housing shops, pockets for parking and potential meeting points Stor-
gata also provides the city centre access for efficient goods delivery and under-
ground parking structures. Rejuvenated Storgata will continue to be a main axis 
in the city.

The productive city – moving the fence 

The buildings located on the border of the industrial park are programmed with 
functions for everyday use for both employees of the park and the town’s inhab-
itants. To further blur the border we extend related activities of the industrial 
park to the city centre. A new innovation campus is linked with the Katapult 
centre. Potential tenants are start-up offices, branch offices of the park, NTNU 
research and SINTEF. It will also give the industrial park a representative space 
in the city centre and an open platform where students, employees and public 
can meet and build upon the productive milieu. 

On later phases we imagine moving the fence further inside where absolutely 
necessary and leaving outside some of the industrial structure, which already 
have urban dimensions. 

The Amfi shopping mall  

Today the shopping mall appears to be a main gathering point in Raufoss. With 
its one million visitors per year, we see a great potential in rearranging and 
opening up what today is the backside of the mall. Suggesting that the western 
façade should be given a new entrance and an extrovert façade toward the Town 
Square and river. This solution would benefit both the city and the mall, being 
on the path for employees on their way to and from the industrial park.

Further we propose that future extensions of the mall (should) be located to-
wards Storgata, with possibilities for underground parking, goods delivery and 
new shops emulating the space typology of Storgata. In this way we include the 
mall as part of the rejuvenated Storgata and city structure. 

Culture and Library branch in the city centre 

We also suggest establishing a branch of the library and culture house to the city 
centre in a transparent volume connecting the two levels of the town square. 
With its central location, tactically lying on the path to the industrial park, and 
with possibilities of 24h access, it will together with the neighbouring functions 
constitute the vibrant part of the city. 

The Brubakken site 

The new development at the Brubakken site follows the concept of connected 
living. With new buildings that integrate the existing structures and together are 
oriented toward a common yard or “tun”. The low-rise high-density structure 
provides various levels of shared functions and housing typologies, facilitating 
diversity among the inhabitants. Brubakken could develop into a role model for 
future developments in the city and the region. At the edge of the plot, we create 

the new pedestrian street with open functions placed on the ground level and a  
bridge extending the city street on both sides of the river.
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bike repair shop

el-bike charging

el-scooter

bikes

rent-a-drone

book sharing

Joachim and Malenes's 3R
A: 49,3 m2

Sam's 3R
A: 49,3 m2

Susanne and Tim's rowhouse
A: 46,7 m2

Lena and Luise's rowhouse
A: 46,7 m2

Petter and Inge's rowhouse
A: 48,6 m2

Expressen Pizza & Grill
A: 86,8 m2

Lenas's Flower Shop
A: 97,5 m2

Thor's Tattoo
A: 60,3 m2

Ivana's Beauty Saloon
A: 79,6 m2

Personal Mobility HUB
A: 100 m2

Assad's first 2R
A: 39,8 m2

Ivana's 4R
A: 56,6 m2

Ida's duplex
A: 51 m2

Rangvei and Petter's duplex
A: 39,4 m2

Ahmed and his family's triplex
A: 33,2 m2

Duplex for rent
A: 46,2 m2

Kate's 3d printed icecream
A: 72,4 m2

Lars the Carpenter
A: 67,6 m2

Neighborhood kitchen and flexible space
A: 97,7 m2

Morten's duplex
A: 33,4 m2

Ylva and Eivind's 3R
A: 52,6 m2 Marcus and Monika's first 2R

A: 40,3 m2

Adam and the two kids in a duplex
A: 25 m2

John, Erika and Howard's party shared flat
A: 110,2 m2

Stig and his wife's duplex
A: 40,8 m2

skylight

communal dining

table tennis

Ulrika's 3R
A: 48,2 m2

Thor and Eisabeth's 3R
A: 65,3 m2

Anne's 3R
A: 69,9 m2

Lars' 3R
A: 67,6 m2

Lena's 3R
A: 85 m2

Kris's 3R
A: 48,2 m2

Gabriella's 3R
A: 48,2 m2

Mohamed's 3R
A: 48,2 m2

Ine's 2R
A: 39,8 m2

Kate and Andrea's 4R
A: 58,7 m2

Leif and Anette's 4R+
A: 100 m2

Susanne and Tim's rowhouse
A: 50 m2

Lena and Luise's rowhouse
A: 34,3 m2

Petter and Inge's rowhouse
A: 52,2 m2

Ida's duplex
A: 29,6 m2

Rangvei and Petter's duplex
A: 51 m2

Ahmed and his family's triplex
A: 32,8 m2

Cathrine's 3R
A: 72,4 m2

Duplex for rent
A: 46,2 m2

Stig and his wife's duplex
A: 42,8 m2

Ivar's 1R for this year
A: 28,3 m2

Sofie, Lise and Randi sharing a 4R
A: 110,2 m2

Morten's duplex
A: 87,5 m2

Adam and the two kids in a duplex
A: 85 m2
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66

780

7 140

179 700

49 995 000

In the housing concept for the city center of Raufoss, we are using the best product that the 
factories and the city can offer - the people. This low tech but high emotion product is the op-
timal building block for every city, therefore it has to be in the center of attention in every well 
functioning city. Every design decision was made to create an optimal mixed-use space for this 
product to work, live, and produce emotions in the most optimal way.

The main concept is to create the biggest mix as possible. The functional urbanist way of creat-
ing cities from the 1950’s, where cities are based on zones with separated functions, is outdated. 
A healthy city is made up of micro-villages where the commuting time is minimalized. The 
same mix is necessary in the apartment selection to achieve the most diverse population. The 
apartments have to be diverse, flexible and adaptable for the changing needs of a life cycle. We 
have to create micro- and macro communities where people know and help each other, where 
elderly take care of the young, and the young take care of the elderly when they are in need.

We created traditional, human scale buildings by using a low rise- high density method. Going 
against the squaremeter focused real estate development principles, the smaller footprint of the 
new buildings goes well with the existing buildings, such as the school or the bigger houses. 
With this method we were able to create more effective apartment layouts, the smaller footprints 
allow us to design units with more light, reducing the useless dark areas and corridors. Bo01 
and Bo02 in Sweden also taught us that compactness is one of the best ways to reduce a neigh-
borhood’s environmental footprint. 

The buildings are placed in a way to create the best possible town center. By keeping the pub-
lic space in focus and playing with permeability, we can create private, semi-public and public 
spaces, where buildings are equally designed to be ideal living shelters and fit into their sur-
roundings to create quality public spaces. As Pierre Thibault and François Cardinal said, the 
“objective is not beauty for beauty’s sake, but beauty for the sake of well being”.

Neighborhood

“Kvartal”

Building

Floor

Apartment

2 bedroom apartmentStudent housing

Creating a real city with infinite possible interactions, regardless of gender, age, political or religious interest. Mixing work, living and free-time activities to create a 
productive city. In the ideal case, if Raufoss can grow to 10 000 inhabitants in the near future, it would create a possibility of 49 995 000 different interactions. That’s 
a lot of potential for producing emotions and businesses.

The area what the cool kids can write songs about, let them be 7 or 90 years old. An identity, with all the necessary functions to reduce unwanted traffic. Living, work-
ing, and enjoying life made possible in close proximity. With an estimated 600 inhabitants who is going to live in Southern Raufoss Center, this creates a possibility 

Carefully designing the outside space, surrounded and protected by the buildings, and connecting the individual shared spaces in each building to create a bigger, 
mixed and even more diverse group. A place where kids know each other, the elderly can look after them after school, and the grownup can look after the elderly 
when they are in need. With an average of 120 inhabitants per “kvartal”, this creates a possibility of 7 140 different interactions.

Creating public and semi-public areas spread out in the building, but primarily on the first floor, connected to the urban fabric, and on the rooftop, creating addi-
tional outside area.

Upgrading general circulation areas to useful shared spaces where the neighbours can meet and interact. We can start to achieve a more diverse micro-society by 
mixing different type of apartments even on a floor level scale. With an average of 12 inhabitants per floor, this creates a possibility of 66 different interactions

Traditional and modern ways of sharing a flat: from families to multi-generational apartments and special apartments designed for equal sharing. In this level the 
people who live together has deeper personal connections and they are more similar.

Optimized, small apartments like this 48m2 2 bedroom flat are one of the key elements of 
our design. We encourage people to live effectively, and instead of staying home alone , use 
the shared spaces and common functions to create a more tight-knit society.

Education, innovation and research are a few of the key elements to improve Rau-
foss in the future. The carefully placed public, educational and office buildings in 
our plan secure that the city center is going to be a mixed-use campus for producing 
future, and the student housing buildings are the very foundation of this idea. These 
buildings, based on the small units for students traditionally use shared functions, 
and mixing this element into the housing comments creates a healthy variety. 

URBAN CARPET PLAN 1:300

TYPICAL PLAN 1:300
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Urban Villa

Row house

Core house

Next Generation Apartment Building

Student housing

Urban Villas are the best possible mix between a stand alone single house and urban living. The 
generous, multi story, apartments with interesting spacial qualities are ideal for bigger families, 
elderly couple or just for people who need a bigger space and still want to live in the center of 
Raufoss

Row houses or terraced houses are a traditional medium-density housing solution for urban 
areas. Ideal for bigger families, who still want to have the independence which comes with a single 
house, but thrive more in urban density. Their scale fits perfectly in the urban fabric of Raufoss, 
and they are a core element for bringing in one of the most important products for a lively city: the 
kids.

In the shared houses, a variety of smaller apartments, ranging from 1-3 rooms are organized around 
a bigger shared core on every floor. These kind of apartments are perfect for first time buyers or ide-
al for renting too. The smaller footprint of the apartments is compensated with more clever design 
solutions, more light, and big shared spaces. This encourages people to live effectively, and instead of 
staying home alone, use the shared spaces and common functions to create a better society.

We redesigned the traditional apartment building scheme to achieve more variety of apartments 
and strongly updated shared facilities on every floor. By downscaling the buildings to match the 
existing buildings in Raufoss, we create more flexible apartments with more light and more con-
nection to the city. The shared functions and small business located in these buildings with bigger 
volume and they help to create a more active, livable society where people know each other.

Education, innovation and research are a few of the key elements to improve Raufoss in the future. 
The carefully placed public, educational and office buildings in our plan secure that the city center 
is going to be a mixed-use campus for producing future, and the student housing buildings are the 
very foundation of this idea. These buildings, based on the small units for students traditionally use 
shared functions, and mixing this element into the housing comments creates a healthy variety. 

Raufoss

Connected living

Shared apartment
This 110m2 apartment is optimized for 3 tenants. The 3 personal living areas are totally identical, creating an equal 
situation, while the generous common areas give a spacial feeling which could be hardly challenged by 3, 37m2 apar-
ments which are equal in total area.

2 bedroom apartment
Optimized, small apartments like this 48m2 2 bedroom flat are one of the key elements of our design. We encourage 
people to live effectively, and instead of staying home alone , use the shared spaces and common functions to create a 
more tight-knit society.
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